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In this issue...

The Nursery Program’s Forest Block
This year our Nursery Program began with a “Forest Block.” Everyday, 
the entire four hour program was held outdoors every day in a variety of 
settings. This experimental block was inspired by the convergence of ideas 
and circumstances. Allison Carroll, who moved this year from managing 
our Parent-Child classes to assisting in the Nursery, had been thinking about 
ways to expand the “Exploring in Nature” class she had been teaching. 
Worldwide the “Forest Kindergarten” movement has also been receiving 
increasing press coverage with young children spending their school days 
entirely outside regardless of weather. And, of course, here at the Waldorf 
school, even in the heart of the city, we work hard to have the children 
outside each day--running, breathing out, discovering nature in the city, and 
taking field trips to explore 
Northern California. So when 
we needed some extra time 
to finish a renovation of our 
Nursery space, the Nursery 
Program teachers were quick to 
propose the idea of a six week 
“Forest Block.”

In the spring of 2012, we 
began investigating some 
licensing changes for our 
popular Nursery Program 
and in the process we ran up 
against new requirements 
from both the Department of 
Social Services and the City of 
San Francisco’s new building 
codes. Our Nursery space on 
Sacramento Street needed some 
upgrades to meet the latest 
standards of these departments. 
Required changes included 
a new secondary exit door, a 
wall oven and the addition of a 
second child-sized flush toilet. 
Needless to say, once all the 
details were explored and the 
project got started, it became 
more complex than we initially 
imagined. In August it became 
clear that the space would not 
be ready for the children on the 
first scheduled day of school. 

Teaching Math: The Exeter Method
A few weeks ago, high school students began to gather before 
their honors math class. They began pulling their homework, a 
set of math problems, out of their binders, actively discussing the 
places that they had become stuck or were able to move forward.  
One student excitedly exclaimed, “I got it!” as she began to 
explain her discovery of Cavalieri’s principle describing the 
volume of solids to the rest of her peers. (See example on page 2).

At San Francisco Waldorf High School, all Honors math classes 
are taught using a cutting edge methodology that has been 
developed by the Phillips Exeter Academy since the early nineties.  
Other math classes at SFWHS use a combination of the Exeter 
method and the standard skill-building that is more common at 
college preparatory schools.

In math classes taught based on the student-centered method 
developed at Philips Exeter, students receive a carefully chosen 
series of math problems in lieu of a textbook or a set of lectures.  
They work on these problems throughout the year, working on 
problems at home and presenting them in class to their peers. 
The problem sets were developed in a collaborative and open-
source process by the Phillips Exeter math department, a group 
of about 30 faculty members.  Together, they came up with a 
series of problems that spreads throughout the year. Through 
the careful sequencing of the problems, the core math theorems 
gradually emerge through the students’ own work.
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The Forest Nursery Block.  

Photo: Allison Carroll

Scene from “Words, Words, Words” by David Ives, part of the 
11th/12th Grade Acting Elective performance in October.  

Photo: Cory Powers. More photos on page 4.
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Dr. Cynthia Reneger and Mr. Kevin Farey in our 
high school math department are very clear about 
the benefits that the Philips Exeter method provides 
for students.  They say that the problems help the 
students develop ownership and responsibility 
around their understanding of math.  The students 
become used to asking questions and talking about 
the problems—sometimes before the class has even 
started!  Because the problem set is so carefully 
structured, the learning can be student centered 
rather than teacher centered, and the teacher can 
facilitate the problem solving without interfering  
with the deeper learning. 

There is also a deeper learning that happens in a 
class like this. Dr. Reneger points out that more than 
simply developing a confidence in math, a program 
like this develops an understanding that it is ok to be 
stuck with a problem! Not always knowing the outcome, or even the “textbook” way of doing a problem, allows the student to become comfortable 
with the process of learning and doing math.  The method requires that the students bring their own ideas about the problems to the classroom, view 
each others approaches and collaborate on finding the solutions. This, of course, fits beautifully with the way so much is taught at Waldorf—observe 
the phenomena, make your own observation, collaborate with your classmates. It is perhaps these skills, even more than the advanced math, that the 
students take away with them when they graduate.

Editors note: Students in our honors math classes (culminating with AP Calculus) take the AP calculus test. The AP exams are graded on a 1 – 5 scale,  with 5 
being the highest score and one that is accepted for college credit almost everywhere. A 4 is also a strong score and is awarded college credit at many schools (for 
example Stanford). Last year 8 students took the AP test—five of them earned 5’s and three earned 4’s.

Our intrepid Nursery Program crew led by Heidi Schwarzenbach and Allison Carroll, with help from Sachi Gowe, Annette Hughes-White and Jackie 
Holm, rose quickly to the occasion. And our equally intrepid nursery parents jumped on board whole-heartedly. New children settled in and new 
routines quickly took the place of old. At the end of the block our teachers observed how quickly and solidly the group came together socially this year. 
They were also reminded of how resilient the children naturally are. In the end the teachers found themselves reflecting on the very positive effects of 
their experiences this fall and how they can draw on it for the future.

Our Forest Nursery Block is now complete and our Nursery Program space, known around school as “the Pink Curtains,” has been approved by all 
inspectors and is once again occupied by soup and bread and worlds of imagination. In the process of making the necessary changes the space was 
opened up a bit, new cabinets put up and a new lazure paint job completed, giving the whole space a new brightness.

We are very grateful to the incredible team of professionals who patiently worked through every hurdle. They were led by architect David Bushnell 
(Gr.11 and alumna parent) and contractor Adam Vanderwaard (Gr.1 parent). Also involved were cabinetmaker Noor Adabachi (Gr.10 parent) and 
lazure painter Diane Goettlicher (Sacramento Waldorf alumni parent).

Continued from page 1 “NURSERY”

Photos above: Nursery students having snack in their urban forest; one of the play areas at the “pink curtains”; new up-to-code nursery toilet area.  
Photo credits: Allison Carroll, Cory Powers

Example above from 11th grade Honors Pre-calculus problem set  
related to Cavalieri’s Principle.

Continued from page 1 “MATH”
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Chemistrophy    
A poem for 8th grade chemistry

by Deborah Krikorian, Class Teacher 
after Lewis Carrroll’s nonsense poem 

“Jabborwocky”

‘Twas smellig and the gradeight chemsts  
Did maugh and mirgle in their class 
All dirtsly were the test tube nests 
And the beakers blonkered fast.

“Beware the Carbonatomy, my class, 
The Oxygas, the Hydrodents, 
Beware the Spit-spat Spot, and pass 
The Fehlings aromaments.”

They took their Biuret pens in hand 
Long time the Indracolor they sought 
So rested they by the music stand 
And stooped awhile.  No thought.

Then as with saliving thoughts they sat 
The Carbonatomy, with blusts of flame 
Came synthemizing through caramel stew 
And purplexed as it came.

One, two! One, two! And through and through 
The Biuret pens went dripper-drop! 
They let it spift, and with a spoon 
They Korobushka’d until it plopped.

“And hast thou caught the Carbonatomy? 
Come to my arms, my heartsome class! 
O Carverish day!  Sucrose can stay!” 
She smangled at the mass.

‘Twas smellig and the gradeight chemsts 
Did maugh and mirgle in their class 
All dirtsly were the test tube nests 
And the beakers blonkered fast.

Portraits of 8th Graders  
from Dia de los Muertos Assembly.

Fairy Walk 2012:  
Fortune Teller and Popcorn Gnomes.

After School Circus Program - 
fall performance. 

Grade 8 Chemistry  
Main Lesson Block.

Photo credits; Fairy walk—Janet Stone; all others—Cory Powers
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afforded to me over the years as a 
Waldorf student.”  Paraphrasing a 
friend of his he comments about 
Waldorf Education: “When you 
can knit a sock, build a table, 
make a candle, memorize and 
perform an entire Shakespearean 
role or two, and draw a 
dodecahedron from multiple 
angles... what can’t you do in life?”

The Philharmonia Orchestra is 
a London-based orchestra that 
spends a lot of time touring 
internationally. Nathaniel was particularly excited about the recent US 
tour with two concerts in Chicago on the eve of the presidential election, 
followed by the concert series in Berkeley at Zellerbach Hall, UC 
Berkeley, a week of concerts in LA, San Diego, and Santa Barbara, and 
two concerts in Manhattan. The program included two awe-inspiring 
masterpieces of the early 20th-century repertoire, Gustav Mahler's Ninth 
Symphony and Alban Berg's opera Wozzeck, as well as symphonies by 
Beethoven, Berlioz, and one of Maestro Salonen’s own compositions. 

Nathaniel holds a Bachelor of Music degree with academic honors from 
the Cleveland Institute of Music and a Masters of Music degree, obtained 
with distinction on full scholarship at the Royal Academy of Music in 
London. He has held multi-year Fellowships at both the Aspen Music 
Festival and the Perlman Music Program. Nathaniel plays a violin by G. 
Cappa, Saluzzo, 1682, generously made available to him on long-term 
loan by a consortium of investors.

Alumni Corner

We love updates! Send in your updates or find out more 
about our alumni program at  
www.sfwaldorf.org/alumni  

or contact Seraph White at swhite@sfwaldorf.org.

Nathaniel Anderson-Frank (Class of 2003) attended SFWHS for 
two years while his family was in the 
San Francisco Bay Area.  He now sits 
in the fourth chair of the Philharmonia 
Orchestra, under the direction of 
Principal Conductor Esa-Pekka 
Salonen.  They recently played three 
performances at Zellerbach Hall on the 
UC Berkeley campus in November.

Although Nathaniel only attended 
SFWHS for two years, he considers 

them “two of the most enriching years of my life, and I will always 
remember my time there with the utmost fondness.”  Nathaniel was 
in the 3rd freshman class for the high school, and so he experienced 
two different campuses and a lot of the “beautiful pioneering spirit” 
that always accompanies a new school. What he says “really sticks in 
my mind, however, is the energy and commitment I recall amongst 
the faculty and students alike. The trips we took, the work we did, 
the games we played—everything was infused with a tremendous 
vitality and freshness.” It was with great sadness that he left SFWHS 
upon his move back to Toronto.

Nathaniel went to Waldorf schools throughout his primary and 
secondary education. Even though he attended a number of 
different schools, he says that “Waldorf Education was a sort of 
constant thread running through my childhood and adolescence… 
I suppose it would be difficult to overestimate the long-term impact 
of this education on me now. I am aware that it informs my day-to-
day experiences at a very visceral level; that it provides depth and a 
sense of context to my perception of the world around me. Suffice 
to say that many of my Waldorf friends remain the people closest to 
me and are the most interesting and interested bunch I know.”

While Nathaniel first started playing violin at age three, and played 
and performed through his childhood, including as a memorable 
“fiddler” in the SFWHS production of Fiddler On The Roof 
(pictured above at right), he didn’t consider music as a possible 
profession until he was a teenager and his teacher in San Francisco 
suggested considering it. “One’s late teens might still sound like 
a young age to decide on a career path but in the classical music 
world, which is still rife with wunderkind fascination, I actually 
felt rather late to the party.  This probably had a lot to do with 
Steiner education and the curriculum’s built in safeguards against 
early specialization. But I am grateful for that breadth of knowledge 
and experience, as well as the unique performance opportunities 

More Alumni Updates
Sarah Maccabee (SFWGS ’07) is attending Oberlin College and 
studying English, creative writing, and history.  Last summer she worked 
at a documentary film company and Live Power Farm.

Anuradha Lingappa (SFWHS ’11) is a sophomore at Whitman 
College where she is studying biology, living in the writing house, and is 
communications director for the campus affiliate of GlobeMed.

Congratulations to Aaron Casey (SFWHS ’12)! University of Oregon’s 
Product Design Program used his portfolio as one of four examples on 
their website pd.uoregon.edu/apply/ (Aaron’s is #4).

Andre Amarotico (SFWHS ’12) will be performing in 25th Annual 
Putnam County Spelling Bee, November 29 - December 1, in Palo Alto. 
It is being produced by the Asian American Theatre Project (a Stanford 
student group). Info and tickets at http://aatp.stanford.edu/news.html.

More photos from the 11th/12th Grade Acting Elective
Five One-Act Plays and Some Random Stuff We Like

Nathaniel in production of  
“Fiddler on the Roof ” at SFWHS
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SFWHS Amnesty International Club 
2011-2012 Year in Review 

Last year, SFWHS’s International Justice club experienced many 
changes: a change of leadership, partnership and activism.  These 
dramatic shifts in the way our club operated led to one of our most 
successful years and we were very proud of what we had accomplished. 

First, the change of leadership went to a junior student who had 
formerly served as the club’s vice-president in the 2010-2011 
school year. Then, the new president changed the name of the club 
to the Amnesty International Club by partnering with Amnesty 
International (AI). This meant that the club focused exclusively on 
Amnesty causes. The new partnership helped direct and organize our 
efforts to protect and defend human rights.  We started the year with 
only two members but by the end of the year, we had 17 members.

In the fall of 2011, the club worked on AI’s Security with Human 
Rights Campaigns to stop torture and shut down Guantanamo and 
to make sure that previous victims received compensation for their 
unlawful suffering.  In November 2011, the club’s president and a 
student member flew down to Los Angeles for the AI Annual Western 
Regional Conference to learn more about human rights issues and 
AI’s campaigns.  The club took action by collecting 45 paper airplane 
petitions for the U.S. government to apologize to a former “Gitmo” 
victim Maher Arrar; screening the film “The Response” at an all 
school meeting and hosting two speakers from AI who discussed 
AI’s campaign in Guantanamo; attending and protesting at the 
Guantanamo protest with fellow AI members in front of the Federal 
Building in San Francisco; and sending 33 signed letters to Leon 
Panetta regarding Shaker Aamer from Guantanamo prison.

In the spring of 2012, the AI club worked on the Demand Dignity 
Campaign which focused on maternal mortality and oil drilling by 
Shell and forced evictions in the Niger Delta. We wrote letters and 
watched films on three Demand Dignity cases.  The club collected 
over 130 signatures to stop Shell’s gas flaring in the Niger Delta and 
wrote personal letters to Shell asking them to stop drilling in the Niger 
Delta. We also hosted a community event called “Poison Fire” with 
a guest speaker and a film, and handouts, that we prepared, on ways 
people could take action to stop gas flaring in the Niger Delta.

Throughout the year, the club watched film documentaries to learn 
more about their campaigns and attended numerous events sponsored 
by the San Francisco AI office including an event on campaign 
strategiy and Lao Tzu.  We even had the honor of meeting Suzanne 
Nossel, the Executive Director of AI USA, at an AI meeting in 
downtown San Francisco.  Members of the club wrote letters to help 
Afghan Women and on Valentine’s Day celebrated love by sending 

aditional letters to Cameroon’s government demanding equality and 
gay rights. The club also responded to AI’s Urgent Actions through 
their website by signing online petitions including one on Russia’s UN 
Security Council vote regarding the massacre in Syria. 

Overall, the club accomplished a great deal and had a lot of fun 
meeting and working together.  We were all beginners, new to many of 
these issues and to Amnesty. It was an amazing learning experience.

The members of the 2011-2012 club were:  Noam Baruch, Lionelle 
Erlewin, Miranda Hollingswood, Barbara Horning (vice-president), 
Shannon Jones, Sophie Kawada, Alex Kroupa, , Chaitanya Leibowitz, 
DiAna Morales, Davia Schendel, Jackson Stewart, Sofia Vala 
(president), Taran Wilkins, Crystal Wong, Thea Wong, Mayra Zanabria 
and the faculty advisors were:  Heidi Hillman and Mary Anne McGill.

- Sofia Vala, President of the SFWHS Amnesty International Club 
September 2011-present

2012-2013 Looking Forward
This fall the Amnesty International Club will has been working on 
three campaigns: “go bananas for a strong arms trade treaty” which 
advocates the government to stop the unregulated arms trade; “end 
violence against women everywhere”; and “don’t let the Pussy Riot be 
silenced.” On Saturday, November 10th, our club attended AI’s Annual 
Western Regional Conference at U.C. Hastings College of the Law 
School in the Civic Center of S.F. to further educate ourselves on these 
relevant human rights issues.  We continue to want to do our part to 
help bring peace and equality to the world.

-Chaitanya Leibowitz, Vice President of the SFWHS Amnesty  
International Club, 2012-2013 

Members of the 2012-2013 SF Waldorf Amnesty Club: Joseph 
Alicastro, Noam Baruch, John Cui, Lionelle Erlewin, Natsuki 
Futatsugi, Ben Gurewitz, Miranda Hollingswood, Barbara Horning, 
Shannon Jones, Sophie Kawada, Alex Kroupa, Chloe Le Dean, 
Chaitanya Leibowitz (vice-president), Davia Schendel, Anna Smith, 
Jackson Stewart, Saylor Stewart, Sofia Vala (president), Crystal Wong, 
and Mayra Zanabria. Faculty Advisor:  Mary Anne McGill

High school students watch the goats arrive from City Grazing to help 
work on campus landscaping. The goats were happily employed for about 
a week removing excess vegetation from the slope behind the high school 
building. Faculty and students alike found themselves transfixed by these 
hard-working visitors.
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Public Events Coming Up
 Sun., December 2, 10:00 AM – 3:00 PM Winter Fair, grade school campus
 Wed., December 5, 6:00 – 7:30 PM SFWHS Winter Concert, SF Scottish Rite Masonic Ctr 
 Thurs., December 20, 5:00 PM Shepherds’ Play, grade school campus
 Fri., December 21, 7:00 – 10:30 PM Waldorf Alumni Reunion, high school campus
 Fri., December 21 – Monday, January 7* Winter Break 
 Fri. – Sunday, January 18 – 20 SFWHS presents Oliver! grade school campus
 Wed., January 30 Grade School Upper Grades (6-8) Showcase

*Please note high school classes resume on Tuesday, January 8
 Visit our online calendars and news pages at www.sfwaldorf.org for more details about events.

Winter Fair
Sunday, December 2

10 AM - 3 PM
2938 Washington Street

Free Admission

San Francisco Waldorf School

More photos from this fall
Top row: Grade 2 presents a selection from “St. George and the Dragon”; Grade 1 arrives at Stern Grove; 
Seniors sell lunch at Stern Grove All School Assembly; Varsity girls’ volleyball. 
Middle row: Grade 6 boys’ soccer team; high school drumming class presents work at Stern Grove Assembly.

SFWS Golf Benefit A Success!
Our thanks to new kindergarten parent 
Christie Every for being the energetic 
force behind our first golf benefit. Over 50 
parents, grandparents and friends played 
golf on a crisp sunny afternoon. The group 
ranged from seasoned players to first- 
timers. All the golfers and additional guests 
enjoyed a reception afterwards. 

Pictured at left: parent Ben Trefny, 
grandparent Brian Dugle, Advancement 
Director Mitch Mitchell and parent/Golf 
Benefit organizer Christie Every.


